PART 1 - SECTION 1
PATCHES, EMBLEMS, BADGES AND INSIGNIAS EXAMPLES

1 **PATCH** - Cloth, sew on, 3 ½ “ X 4 ½ “, polyester fabric, merrowed edge, fused down tail, polyester thread, gold background, light blue thread (lettering and edging, red and white insignia (building). Major users: Capitol Police.

2 **PATCH** - Cloth, sew on, 4 ½” X 5”, polyester fabric, merrowed edge, fused down tail, polyester thread, light blue background, gold thread lettering and edging, red and white building, blue and gold state, full color state seal. Major users: Capitol Police.

3 **CORPORAL CHEVRON/STRIPE** - Cloth, sew on, gold stripe with navy blue background. Major users: Department of Correction.

4 **SERGEANT CHEVRON/STRIPE** - Cloth, sew on, gold stripe with navy blue background. Major Users: Department of Correction.

5 **STAFF SERGEANT CHEVRON/STRIPE** - Cloth, sew on, gold stripe with Brown or French Blue background. Major Users: Department of Correction.
6 **PATCH** - Cloth, sew on, 4” wide X 4 ½” long, medallion shape, with full color state seal. Major user: Department of Correction.

7 **PATCH** - Cloth, sew on, gold lettering with navy background. Worn on right shoulder only. Patch may read: CENTRAL SUPPLY, FOOD SERVICE, MAINTENANCE OR MANAGEMENT SERVICES. Major User: Department of Correction.

8 **PATCH** - Cloth, sew on, 2 ¼” X 3 ¼”, oval shape, State of Delaware seal in center of patch with “STATE OF DELAWARE” in silver lettering on top and bottom of seal. “DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION” lettering in navy curving around the outside of the seal. Eagle stitched in silver thread in the background of the patch sewn on top of “DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION”. The letters “DEL” in navy sewn at the bottom center of the patch. Positioned over left pocket. Worn by all ranks except Lieutenants. Major user: Department of Correction.
9 **PATCH** - Cloth, sew on, 2 ¼” X 3 ¼”, oval shaped, patch is darker gold colored background with gold eagle stitched. Center of patch has “State of Delaware” seal in center with “STATE OF DELAWARE” lettering in gold on navy background. “DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION” is stitched around the seal in navy lettering on gold background. The letters “DEL” are stitched in navy at the bottom center of the patch. Worn by Lieutenants only. Major User: Department of Correction.

10 **NAME TAPE** - Cloth, sew on, gold lettering, *not yellow*, with navy background. Worn above right pocket. Major user: Department of Correction.

11 **BAR** - Cloth, sew on, 1” X 1”, square shaped, navy background with gold bar stitching. Worn on both collars. Worn by Lieutenants only. Major User: Department of Correction.

12 **PATCH** - Probation and Parole Patch – cloth sew on, full color seal, gold background, merrowed edge-gold.

13 **PATCH** - K-9 Unit – 3 ¼” W x 4 ½” H, cloth sew on, medallion shape, full color with gold background, merrowed edge-gold.
14 PATCH - Boot Camp Officer - cloth sew on, 3 ¼” W x 2” H, flag-red, white, blue, merrowed edge-gold.

16 PATCH - Cloth, sew on, chest patch, 2 5/8” X 1 ¾”. State seal, polyester fabric, polyurethane backing, tan background, brown letters. Major User: Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control.

17 PATCH - Cloth, sew on, 3” x 4”, oval, polyester fabric, polyurethane backing, merrowed edge, fused down tail, polyester thread, tan background, center oval is dark brown with gold edging, stop sign is red, the words “STOP POACHING” in gold and “PROTECT DELAWARE WILDLIFE CALL-1-800-292-3030” in dark brown. Major users: Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control.

18 PATCH, SMALL - Cloth, sew on, 4” x 2 ½”, polyester fabric, polyurethane backing, oval emblem, merrowed edge – fused down tail, Polyester embroidery yellow thread, blue background, ½” rocker, goose is gray, black and white, fish is gray and yellow, the words “DELAWARE DIVISION, FISH & WILDLIFE ENFORCEMENT” is black. Major User: Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control.
19 **PATCH** - Cloth, sew on, 4” X 2 ½”, polyester fabric, polyurethane backing, oval emblem, merrowed edge, fused down tail, polyester embroidery yellow thread, blue background, 7/8” rocker. Bird is gray, black and white, fish is gray and yellow, the words “DELAWARE DIVISION, FISH & WILDLIFE AND SAFE BOATING INSTRUCTOR” is black. Major user: Department of Natural resources and Environmental Control.
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21 **PATCH** - Cloth, sew on, 4 1/2” X 3 3/8”, polyester fabric, polyurethane backing, oval emblem, merrowed edge, fused down tail “DELAWARE DIVISION, FISH & WILDLIFE AND PARKS AND RECREATION” is green. Major user: Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control.
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22 **PATCH, LARGE** - Cloth, sew on, 5” X 3 ¼”, polyester fabric, polyurethane backing, oval emblem, merrowed edge – fused down tail, Polyester embroidery yellow thread, blue background, ½” rocker, goose is gray, black and white, fish is gray and yellow, the words “DELAWARE DIVISION, FISH & WILDLIFE ENFORCEMENT” is black. Major User: Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control.
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23 **PATCH, LARGE** - Cloth, sew on, 5” X 3 ¼”, polyester fabric, polyurethane backing, oval emblem, merrowed edge – fused down tail, polyester embroidery thread, brown background with tan embroidered letters, ½” rocker, center oval is tan stitching, goose and fish are tan and brown stitching. Major User: Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control.
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24 **STRIPE** - Cloth, sew on, AFC, polyester fabric, polyurethane backing, gold stripe with brown background. Major User: Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control.

25 **STRIPE** - Cloth, sew on, Sergeant, polyester fabric, polyurethane backing, gold strip with brown background. Major User: Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control.

26 **CHEVRON** - Cloth, sew on, 3-7/8" high, 3" wide, Senior Corporal, polyester fabric, polyurethane fabric, gold stripes and diamond on brown background. Major User: Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control.

27 **CHEVRON** - Cloth, sew on, 3-7/8" high, 3" wide, Master Corporal, polyester fabric, polyurethane backing, gold stripes and star on brown background. Major User: Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control.
28 **CHEVRON/STRIPE** - Cloth, sew on, Corporal, gold stripe with brown background. Major user: Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control.

29 **PATCH** - Cloth, sew on, 2 ¼” high, 3” wide, Delaware State Seal, blue background, yellow diamond Date in White. Major users: Department of Transportation.

30 **PATCH** - Cloth, sew on, 3”, polyester fabric, polyurethane backing, oblong emblem, merrowed edge, fused down tail, polyester embroidered thread, white background, navy blue stitching. Major users: Department of Transportation.

31 **PATCH, SMALL** - Cloth, sew on, 4”, polyester fabric, polyurethane backing, round emblem, merrowed edge, fused down tail, polyester embroidery thread, white background, navy thread lettering and edging. See picture for detail. Major users: Department of Transportation.
32 **PATCH** - Cloth, sew on, 4” X 5”, polyester fabric, merrowed edge, fused down tail, polyester thread, periwinkle blue background, navy blue and gold thread. Major users: Division of Facilities Management.


34 **PATCH, SMALL** - Cloth, sew on, 1 5/8” x 3 ¼”, polyester fabric, polyurethane backing, merrowed edge, fused down tail, polyester thread, navy blue background, white thread. Major users: Division of Support Services. NOTE: PATCH SHOULD READ “DIVISION OF SUPPORT SERVICES” NOT PURCHASING.

35 **PATCH, LARGE** - Cloth, sew on, 2 ½” x 4 ½”, Polyester fabric, polyurethane backing, merrowed edge, fused down tail, polyester thread. Navy blue background, white thread. Major users: Division of Support Services. NOTE: PATCH SHOULD READ “DIVISION OF SUPPORT SERVICES” NOT PURCHASING.
36 **BADGES** - Coat, gold with black letters, 2 ¾ inch high 1 ¾ inch wide, straight pin with safety catch, plain seal, lieutenant, Blackinton 548 or approved equal.

37 **BADGES** - Coat, gold with black letters, 2 ¾ inch high 1 ¾ inch wide, straight pin with safety catch, plain seal, lieutenant, Blackinton 548 or approved equal.

38 **BADGES** - Coat, rhodium (silver) with black letters, 2 ¾ inch high, 1 ¾ inch wide, straight pin with safety catch, full color seal, K-9 Officer. Blackinton 548 or approved equal.

39 **BADGES** - Coat, rhodium (silver) with black letters, 2 ¾ inch high, 1 ¾ inch wide, straight pin with safety catch, plain seal, Blackinton 548 or approved equal.

40 **BADGES** - Hat, gold with black letters, 3 inches tall and 2 ¼ inch wide, full color State seal, screw back in the middle of the back and clutch back at the top of the badge, Staff Lieutenant, Blackinton 617 or approved equal.

41 **BADGES** - Hat, gold with black letters, 3 inches tall and 2 ¼ inch wide, plain seal, screw back in the middle of the back and clutch back at the top of the badge, plain seal, Lieutenant, Blackinton 617 or approved equal.

42 **BADGES** - Hat, rhodium (silver) with black letters, 3 inches tall and 2 ¼ inches wide, plain seal, screw back in the middle of the back and clutch back at the top of the badge, Blackinton 617 or approved equal. See picture for details. Major User: Department of Correction.

43 **NAME TAGS** - Blue plastic with white lettering, 3” long, ½ “ wide, 3/5”letters, two clutch backs. Major user: Department of Correction.
44 **PIN** - Boot Camp Drill Instructor Pin – Metal 1” W x 1” H, oval shape clasp backing.

45 **PIN** - Boot Camp Pin – Metal, silvertone, 1 ¼” W x 1 ½” H.

46 **BUCKLE** - Boot Camp Officer Drill Instructor Belt Buckle: Metal 3 ½” W x 2 ½” H, Goldtone or Silvertone with dark green background in center, black lettering.

47 **BADGE** - Coat, gold with full color seal 2 ½” inch, 2 inch wide, straight pin with safety catch. Blackinton B609 or approved equal. Major User: Department of Motor Vehicles.

48 **BADGE** - Coat, gold with full color seal, 2 ¾” high, 1 ¾” wide, straight pin with safety clutch, Blackinton 21 or approved equal. Major user: Department of Motor Vehicles.
49 **BADGE** - Coat, rhodium (silver) with full color seal, 2 ½ inch high, 2 inch wide, straight pin with safety. Major User: Department of Motor Vehicles.

50 **CHEST BADGE** - Style: B293, Finish: Hi-Glo, Lettering: Black, Back: Pin. Badge has full color seal in center with "DIV. OF FISH & WILDLIFE" on lower ribbon, officer’s number on bottom blank. Ribbon above State seal shows "RETIRED", Eagle ribbon is blank. Major User: Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control.


52 **NAME BADGE** - Gold, style J1, finish: Hi-Glo, 2 ¼” X ½”. Letters: black, Back: clutch pins. Major user: Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control.

53 **BAR, LARGE** - Lieutenant, metal, gold, 1 inch long, 3/5 inch wide, two clutch backs. Major User: Department of Correction and Capitol Police.

54 **BAR, LARGE** - Staff Lieutenant, metal, silver, 1 inch long, 3/5 inch wide, two clutch backs. Major User: Department of Correction and Capitol Police.
55 **BAR, SMALL** - Lieutenant, metal, gold, ½ inch long, ¼ inch wide, two clutch backs. See picture for details. Major Users: Department of Correction and Capitol Police.

56 **BAR, SMALL** - Staff Lieutenant, metal, silver, ½ inch long, ¼ inch wide, two clutch backs. Major User: Department of Correction and Capitol Police.

57 **DOUBLE BAR, LARGE** - Captain, metal, gold, connected, 1 inch long, ½ inch wide, two clutch backs. Major Users: Department of Correction and Capitol Police.

58 **DOUBLE BAR, SMALL** - Captain, metal, gold, connected, ½ inch long, ¼ inch wide, two clutch backs. Major Users: Department of Correction and Capitol Police.

PART 2 - SECTION 3
PROBATION & PAROLE OFFICER UNIFORMS

SAMPLE - EMBROIDERY: PROBATION & PAROLE LOGO OVER POCKET.

PART 2 - SECTION 4
BUREAU OF MANAGEMENT SERVICES

SAMPLE - SILK SCREEN

SAMPLE - UNIFORM BALL CAP
PART 2 - SECTION 5
K-9 OFFICER UNIFORM AND SECURITY TEAM

EMBROIDERY

SILK SCREEN - FRONT

SILK SCREEN - BACK

PART 2 - SECTION 6
Boot Camp Officer Uniforms

SAMPLE - SILK SCREEN
PART 4 - SECTION 2
WORK CLOTHING, TEE SHIRTS, AND RAINWEAR

SAMPLE - EMBROIDERY: DELAWARE STATE POLICE LOGO

SAMPLE - SILKSCREEN: DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION. White on Navy and Navy on Orange; t-shirts & sweatshirts.

SAMPLE - EMBROIDERY: TOLL OPERATIONS. Blue on White. Left side of uniforms.
SAMPLE - EMBROIDERY: TOLL SUPERVISOR. Blue on White. Right side of uniforms.

SAMPLE - EMBROIDERY: ASSISTANT TOLL SUPERVISOR. Blue on White. Right side of uniforms.

SAMPLE - EMBROIDERY: TOLL COLLECTOR. White on Blue. Left side of uniforms.
SAMPLE - EMBROIDERY: BRANDYWINE ZOO. Delaware State Park Logo on left side of jackets, vests, etc. Zoo Tiger Logo added to the right.

SAMPLE - EMBROIDERY: DNREC.